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Killing Pythagoras
The second volume in the internationally bestselling Brethren trilogy, Crusade is gripping historical fiction that “grows more
relevant by the day” (Raymond Khoury, bestselling author of The Last Templar) An international bestseller, Crusade is a fastpaced medieval adventure portraying the rising tide of political pressures that led East and West to war in the 13th century.
After years of bloodshed, peace finally reigns in the Middle East, in part due to the efforts of Will Campbell and a mysterious
group known as the Brethren. However, a cabal of ruthless Western merchants aims to reignite war in the Holy Land, while
Prince Edward—once a trusted member of the Brethren—has made a promise to the pope: he will take the Cross to
Jerusalem and lead a new crusade. To survive the escalating conflict and protect his family, Will must harness all his
knowledge and courage.

The Entre Ríos Trilogy
The Corpse Reader
"the incomparable Phryne Fisherbeautiful, wealthy, sophisticated, but, above all, daring and intelligent" —Library Journal
Walking the wings of a Tiger Moth plane in full flight would be more than enough excitement for most people, but not for
Phryne—amateur detective and woman of mystery, as delectable as the finest chocolate and as sharp as razor blades. In
fact, the 1920s' most talented and glamorous detective flies even higher here, handling a murder, a kidnapping, and the
usual array of beautiful young men with style and consummate ease. And she does it all before it's time to adjourn to the
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Queenscliff Hotel for breakfast. Whether she's flying planes, clearing a friend of homicide charges, or saving a child, Phryne
does everything with the same dash and elan with which she drives her red Hispano-Suiza.

Vida Eterna, a
“A sleek, sophisticated, madly clever chamber mystery” from the international bestselling author—the basis for the film
Uncovered starring Kate Beckinsale (The New York Times Book Review). A fifteenth-century painting by a Flemish master is
about to be auctioned when Julia, a young art restorer, discovers a peculiar inscription hidden in a corner: Who killed the
knight? In the painting, the Duke of Flanders and his knight are locked in a game of chess, and a dark lady lurks
mysteriously in the background. Julia is determined to solve the five-hundred-year-old murder, but as she begins to look for
clues, several of her friends in the art world are brutally murdered in quick succession. Messages left with the bodies
suggest a crucial connection between the chess game in the painting, the knight’s murder, the sordid underside of the
contemporary art world, and the latest deaths. Just when all of the players in the mystery seem to be pawns themselves,
events race toward a shocking conclusion. A thriller like no other, The Flanders Panel presents a tantalizing puzzle for any
connoisseur of mystery, chess, art, and history. “A beguiling puzzle—a game within a game within a game—solved in
perplexing but entertaining fashion.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer “For mystery fans who yearn for literate, intelligent,
sophisticated whodunits, Spanish author Pérez-Reverte’s highly acclaimed story fills the bill perfectly . . . An inventive plot,
gripping suspense, fascinatingly complex characters, and innovative incorporation of art, literature, and music will enthrall
readers looking for something a little different.”—Booklist “This intelligent mystery . . . comes up with a satisfying twist at
the end.”—Library Journal

The Sunken Secret
An in-depth overview of some of the most readily applicable essentials of modern mathematics, this concise volume is
geared toward undergraduates of all backgrounds as well as future math majors. Topics include the natural numbers; sets,
variables, and statement forms; mappings and operations; groups; relations and partitions; integers; and rational and real
numbers. 1961 edition.

Point of Balance
One of History’s Most Sacred Treasures. . . An Age-Old Secret Conspiracy. . . Now the Truth Is Revealed. . . . Marco Valoni,
chief of Italy’s Art Crimes Department, is convinced that a fire in the Cathedral of Turin that leaves a strangely mutilated,
unidentifiable body on the scene was no accident. It is only the last in a long line of mishaps, going back over a hundred
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years, that have occurred in the church – which happens to be home to what millions of the faithful believe is that authentic
burial shroud of Jesus Christ. Valoni and his crack team of specialists embark on an investigation that soon leads them into
dangerous territory, territory controlled by some of the most powerful men in the world. Not only do they discover evidence
of a secret Christian sect that traces its priests to the very disciples of Jesus himself, but also that the Knights Templar –
supposedly destroyed forever when Philip the Fair of France watched their last Grand Master, Jacques de Molay, burn at the
stake in 1314 – may not have disappeared at all, and may indeed be very much alive and active in the 21st century. Julia
Navarro skillfully weaves the Italians’ thrilling present-day investigation with the spine-tingling history of the Holy Shroud
itself, and with a chilling tale of ancient rivals, equally devoted to the relic, and equally willing to sacrifice anything –
perhaps even their immortal souls–to possess it. From communities of the Middle East founded by Jesus himself, to
medieval Byzantium, to the highest councils of the Vatican and the boardrooms that run the world today, The Brotherhood
of the Holy Shroud is a provocative page-turner of the highest order – one that will challenge you to believe. "The screams
of the tortured men echoed within the thick walls of the dungeons. How many days had passed since they were arrested?
The Templars had lost count. . . . A man, his face concealed by a hood, watched the suffering of the knights from the
shadows, these knights who had once wielded their swords and risked their very lives to defend the Cross. Reveling in their
torment, sick with avarice and cruelty, Philippe signaled the torturers to go on…. Broken and bloodied, Jacques de Molay
could hardly see, but he sensed who it was beneath the hood. A smile came to the Grand Master’s lips when the king
demanded that he confess where he had hidden the holy shroud of Jesus. At last Philippe saw that it was futile to continue.
De Molay would not yield…. Fire began to burn the Templars’ ravaged flesh. Jacques de Molay’s eyes remained fixed on
Philippe, and before him and the people of Paris the Grand Master proclaimed his innocence and called down divine justice
on the king of France and Pope Clement, summoning them to stand with him before the judgment of God within the year. A
shiver ran down Philippe’s spine as de Molay’s words rang out. No, God could not be on the side of these Templars, these
heretics. He, Philippe, king of France, was obeying the laws of the Church. But was he obeying the laws of God?" —From The
Brotherhood of the Holy Shroud From the Hardcover edition.

The Last Crypt
1295 AD. The Christian empire in the Holy Land lies in ruins. Returning to Paris, Templar Knight Will Campbell is at a
crossroads. He has sworn to uphold the principles of the Anima Templi, a secret brotherhood within the Order whose aim is
peace - but peace seems ever more impossible. The Temple has forged an alliance with Will's enemy, King Edward of
England, vowing to help him wage war on Scotland. This pact against his homeland strikes at the core of Will's faith and
allegiances, while his growing estrangement from his daughter, Rose, leads her into a dangerous affair. Will now faces a
bitter choice: to stay with the Temple and fight another war he doesn't believe in, or to break his vows and forge his own
path to peace - even if that too means fighting - for the Scots. Soon caught up in bloody conflict, Will is unaware that an
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even more ominous threat is rising, for there is a warrior king on the throne of France whose desire for supremacy knows no
bounds and who will stop at nothing to fulfil his twisted ambitions. The fight for the Holy Land has ended. The Temple's last
battle has just begun.

The Brotherhood of the Holy Shroud
From European shores to the heart of the African jungle, Captain Riley's Pingarr�n embarks on new action-packed
adventures. On their last mission, Captain Riley, his loyal crew, and his girlfriend, Carmen, bravely averted a global disaster.
Now, while World War II rages on, they hope that they are on more solid ground working for the US Navy. But when a job
goes awry, the team finds itself taking a treacherous journey deep into the Belgian Congo. There, within the jungle, they will
come face-to-face with wild animals, cannibals, and dark forces that shroud a decades-old mystery. They defeated the
terrifying Operation Apokalypse that nearly destroyed them, but can they survive this?

Character Sketches of Romance, Fiction and the Drama
In 48 B.C., having survived a disastrous campaign in Pythia as part of the Forgotten Legion and spent years fighting their
way back to Rome, Romulus and Tarquinius have finally made it as far as Alexandria. On arrival, though, they find
themselves in the midst of the Roman Civil War, are press-ganged into Caesar's thinning legions and greatly outnumbered
and fighting for their lives against the Egyptian army. Meanwhile in Rome, Romulus' twin sister Fabiola, having caught only
a glimpse of her long-missing twin before being forced to flee Egypt for Rome, lives in fear for her life, loved by Brutus, but
wooed by Marcus Antonius, his deadly enemy. From the battlefields of Asia Minor and North Africa, to the lawless streets of
Rome and the gladiator arena, they all face death and danger daily, until 44 B.C. when their individual roads all lead them
to Rome where the future of the republic lies unexpectedly in their hands.

The Apothecary's Daughter
This tale of the Holocaust “will make many think of the stories of Ernest Hemingway . . . a reminder of the power a short,
perfect work of fiction can wield” (The Wall Street Journal). This timeless short novel begins one morning in the dead of
winter, during the darkest years of World War II, with three German soldiers heading out into the frozen Polish countryside.
They have been charged by their commanders with tracking down and bringing back for execution “one of them”—a Jew.
Having flushed out a young man hiding in the woods, they decide to rest in an abandoned house before continuing their
journey back to the camp. As they prepare food, they are joined by a passing Pole whose virulent anti-Semitism adds
tension to an already charged atmosphere. Before long, the group’s sympathies begin to splinter when each man is forced
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to confront his own conscience as the moral implications of their murderous mission become clear. Described by Ian
McEwan as “sparse, beautiful and shocking,” A Meal in Winter is a “stark and profound” work by a Booker Prize–nominated
author (The New York Times). “Sustains tension until the very last page.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review

You shall not kill
In a world where the rich live behind the safety of a giant fortress wall and everyone else can go to hell, Parrish Plessis has
learnt some useful survival tactics. Like don't cross Jamon Hondo - unless you want to be dead by the morning. But heck,
what's a girl supposed to do when the one chance she may have of escaping from his grubby, stinking paws presents itself?
Anyway, it's hard to be a saint in a city, and Parrish Plessis is sick of doing what she's told. Tonight, she's going to take her
chance. Because she can't face tomorrow. NYLON ANGEL is the first Parrish Plessis novel. She will be back. When you've
met her, you'll understand why.

Basic Concepts in Modern Mathematics
This book is a comprehensive and practical guide to the planning system. It is a `user friendly' handbook for use by non
professionals, and is also a quick and helpful resource book for law students and professionals involved in the planning
system. It explains how the main elements of the planning system work, and gives sound practical advice to anyone
seeking to use the system to obtain planning permission, voice objections to planning proposals, appear at a public inquiry,
raise a variety of conservation issues involving listed buildings or conservation areas, and, in some cases, to obtain
compensation for planning decisions. As more and more people are affected by planning and development of some kind whether the neighbour's loft extension or the Department of Transport's motorway proposals - there has been a
corresponding increase in public involvement in the operation of the planning system to achieve publicly acceptable results.
Planning Applications and Appeals should enable anyone to deal effectively with a range of planning issues, and contains
useful guidance as to sources of further advice and assistance. Practical Comprehensive Useful advice for laypeople and
practitioners

Flying Too High - TV tie-in
"After his grandfather dies, avid scholar and budding forensic investigator Câi Song begrudgingly gives up his studies to
help his family. But when another tragedy strikes, he's forced to run and also deemed a fugitive. Dishonored, he has no
choice but to accept work as a lowly gravedigger, a position that allows him to sharpen his corpse-reading skills. Soon, he
can deduce whether a person killed himself--or was murdered. His prowess earns him notoriety, and Câi receives orders to
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unearth the perpetrator of a horrific series of mutilations and deaths at the Imperial Court. Câi's gruesome investigation
quickly grows complicated thanks to old loyalties and the presence of an alluring, enigmatic woman. But he remains driven
by his passion for truth--especially once the killings threaten to take down the Emperor himself."--Publisher's website.

Captain Riley
A gripping YA thriller from award-winning writer Juno Dawson, with a dash of romance and intriguing paranormal elements,
set in Hollow Pike - a small town with a big history of witchcraft. Something wicked this way comes She thought she'd be
safe in the country, but you can't escape your own nightmares, and Lis London dreams repeatedly that someone is trying to
kill her. Lis thinks she's being paranoid - after all, who would want to murder her? She doesn't believe in the local legends of
witchcraft. She doesn't believe that anything bad will really happen to her. You never do, do you? Not until you're alone in
the woods, after dark - and a twig snaps Hollow Pike - where witchcraft never sleeps.

El asesinato de Sócrates
A compelling new novel that combines past and present in a riveting search for the source of the Book of Genesis itself. In
her provocative second novel, Spanish author Julia Navarro takes readers on an exhilarating journey across centuries and
continents, as an upstart archeologist and a murderous group of conspirators vie for a treasure that will rewrite history–an
explosive account of the world’s creation recorded millennia ago by a humble scribe onto the legendary Bible of Clay.
Moving back and forth through time, from the tense months preceding the contemporary war in Iraq, to ancient
Mesopotamia, to the atrocities of the last century, this tale of vengeance, obsession, and the wholesale plundering of the
ancient world’s most priceless treasures is populated by an international cast of political opportunists, ruthless killers, and
unsullied seekers of truth. The Bible of Clay is historical fiction at its richest, a sweeping saga that challenges at once both
conventional geopolitics and the very foundations of modern religion.

A Meal in Winter
These novels, written by Perla Suez in Spanish and translated into English by Rhonda Dahl Buchanan, take place in Entre
RAA-os, the Argentine province where thousands of Jewish immigrants settled at the end of the nineteenth century.

1453
Frankenstein meets The Shadow of the Wind in a Gothic thriller set in the diabolical city of fin-de-siecle Barcelona. Daniel
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Amat has left Spain and all that happened there behind him. Having just achieved a brilliant role in Ancient Languages at
Oxford University and an even more advantageous engagement, the arrival of a letter - a demand - stamped Barcelona
comes like a cold hand from behind. He arrives back in that old, labyrinthine and near-mythic city a few days before the
great 1888 World Fair, amid dread whispers of murders - the injuries reminiscent of an ancient curse, and bearing signs of
the genius 16th century anatomist, Vesalius. Daniel is soon pulled into the depths of the crime, and eventually into the
tunnels below Barcelona, where his own dark past and the future of science are joined in a terrible venture - to bring the
secret of Vesalius to life. Gothic and gripping, this historical thriller makes of Barcelona a diabolical character - emerging
out of the dark into a new electrical age, aflame with spirit, superstition and science. Published in eighteen countries, Jordi
Llobregat's bestselling first novel mixes a passionate setting and cryptic mystery into a genre-crossing phenomenon.

Crusade
Diver Ulysses Vidal finds a fourteenth-century bronze bell of Templar origin buried under a reef off the Honduras coast. It
turns out it's been lying there for more than one century, prior to Christopher Columbus's discovery of America. Driven by
curiosity and a sense of adventure, he begins the search for the legendary treasure of the Order of The Temple. Together
with a medieval history professor and a daring Mexican archeologist they travel through Spain, the Mali desert, the
Caribbean Sea and the Mexican jungle. They face innumerable riddles and dangers, but in the end this search will uncover a
much more important mystery. A secret, kept hidden for centuries, which could transform the history of humankind, and
the way we understand the Universe.

The Family
"A contempary anecdote not only confirms that Martha commanded respect in her own right during her lifetime, but also
suggests an awkward truth later historians have preferred to ignore-that without Martha and her fortune, George might
never have risen to social, military, and political prominence.Toward the end of his life, George Washington, war hero,
retired president, and object of universal fame and veneration, was negotiating to purchase a plot of land in the new capital
city, to be named in his honor. The seller, an aged veteran of the Revolution, was reluctant to part with the plot, even to so
distinguished a purchaser. Washington persisted until the veteran's patience snapped: 'You think people take every grist
that comes from you as the pure grain. What would you have been if you hadn't married the Widow Custis!' " -from the
Introduction to Martha Washington: First Lady of Liberty From the glittering social life of Virginia's wealthiest plantations to
the rigors of winter camps during the American Revolution, Martha Washington was a central figure in some of the most
important events in American history. Her story is a saga of social conflict, forbidden love affairs, ambiguous wills,
mysterious death, heartbreaking loss, and personal and political triumph. Every detail is brought to vivid life in this
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engaging and astonishing biography of one of the best known, least understood figures in early American life.

The Flanders Panel
*The ebook bestseller* A story bursting with colour and flavour, perfect for fans of Susanna Gregory, Georgette Heyer and
Joanne Harris 1665. Susannah Leyton has grown up behind the counter of her father's apothecary shop in bustling Fleet
Street. A skilled student - the resinous scents of lavender, rosemary, liquorice and turpentine run in her blood - her father
has granted her the freedom to pursue her considerable talents. But Susannah is dealt a shocking blow when her widowed
father marries again, and her new step-mother seems determined to remove her from the apothecary shop for good. A
proposal of marriage from the charming Henry Savage seems to offer Susannah an escape. But as the plague sweeps
through London, tragedy strikes, and dark secrets in her husband's past begin to unfold. It will take all of Susannah's
courage and passion to save herself from tragedy . . .

The Secret of Vesalius
A man travels to Israel to uncover a diamond’s remarkable past in this vivid historical saga from the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Physician. A diamond cutter and seller from a long, respected line of precious-gem dealers,
New Yorker Harry Hopeman is intrigued by the story of the so-called “Jerusalem Diamond,” a magnificent yellow jewel
rumored to date back to the biblical time of King Solomon. So when he’s asked to broker a deal that will return the
legendary gemstone to Israel, he eagerly accepts. Arriving in the volatile Middle East, Hopeman soon discovers that his
assignment will be anything but easy. Representatives of the Holy Land’s three major religions—Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam—are all laying claim to the priceless jewel that once adorned the miter of Pope Gregory, and they will do anything to
possess it. Partnering with Israeli government agent Tamar Strauss—a beautiful and courageous Yemenite war widow who
inspires the visiting American’s passion as well as his respect—Hopeman is soon entangled in a web of mystery and intrigue
that crosses continents and stretches back thousands of years. As the duo follows the twisting travels of the gem and the
bloody conflicts it has ignited throughout its extraordinary past—a history that intertwines with Hopeman’s own family
saga—the story of a breathtaking land and its people unfolds in all its drama and glory. International-bestselling author
Noah Gordon—whose acclaimed historical novel The Physician was the inspiration for the major motion picture of the same
name starring Ben Kingsley— “has packed a suspense tale with religious, historical and archeological underpinnings, along
with fascinating insights into an industry whose conduct is generally shrouded from outside scrutiny” (The Philadelphia
Inquirer).

What Comes Next
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FINALLY IN ENGLISH: THE THRILLER THAT WAS THE BEST-SELLING EBOOK IN SPANISH IN THE WORLD IN 2013 In 2012,
Killing Pythagoras was selected as a Finalist for the Planeta Prize, the most valuable literary award in the world after the
Nobel Prize for Literature (e601,000/$800,000) In May of 2013, one month after being published on Amazon, it became the
bestselling ebook in Spanish in the world, holding the #1 spot for eleven consecutive months In June of 2013, after offers
from publishing houses in Europe, the Americas, and Asia, Mauri Spagnol, the 2nd largest editorial group in Italy, was
awarded publishing rights In October of 2013, Killing Pythagoras appeared in print form in Spain, becoming an immediate
bestseller. It is currently being translated into numerous languages, and in 2014 will be published in a dozen countries
Killing Pythagoras is a thriller that will keep readers on the edge of their seats from the prologue to the final page. Based on
real historical events, the novel is an extraordinary combination of intrigue, emotion, and action. Synopsis: The venerable
philosopher Pythagoras, one of the most powerful political figures of his time, is preparing to name a successor from among
his grand masters when a string of murders rocks the Pythagorean community. The killings, each more baffling and
unpredictable than the last, gradually unveil the workings of a dark and powerful mind, more formidable than that of
Pythagoras himself. Egyptian investigator Akenon and the enigmatic Ariadne work to identify the murderer while at the
same time coming to terms with their own tumultuous relationship. The challenge they face is one in which the ghosts of
the past are interwoven with the sinister threats of the present: a challenge from which it seems impossible they will escape
alive. Killing Pythagoras, based on real-life historical events, will plunge readers into an apparently unsolvable mystery.
Readers will unearth cryptic clues and come face to face with some of the most unnerving characters ever to appear in the
pages of fiction: Glaucus the Sybarite, the gruesome Boreas, the vengeful Cylon, and above all, the mysterious stranger
who wields his prodigious capabilities to sow death. Media "Crime, mystery, and romance in a fast-paced action novel"
HISTORIA NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC "Maximum excitement and fun; [the author] achieves a compelling mix of strong
elements" ONDA CERO RADIO "A fast-paced historical thriller that transports us to the cradle of civilization among intrigues
and passion" LA VANGUARDIA "An edge-of-your-seat narrative driven by suspenseful action, it succeeds in creating a tense
atmosphere in the face of the deadly threat that attempts to destroy the main characters" QUÉ LEER Literature Blogs "A
supremely interesting novel that surprised and hooked me, by an author who expertly juggles the tension and suspense up
to the last second. Highly recommended" LEER ES VIAJAR "it has all the ingredients necessary in a book to hook you: crime,
mystery, love, action I loved it. I didn't know there was a sequel and I'm very happy to hear there is! I can't wait to read it"
MARIÁNLEEMÁSLIBROS "The meticulous detail with which the era is recreated gives the novel incredible realism While the
novel is fast-moving from the beginning, the pace accelerates even more toward the end, creating an action-packed finish"
ADIVINA QUIÉN LEE "The novel hooks you from the first page to the last. The plot is so intricately woven it's hard to put
down once you begin" AL RICO LIBRO About the Author In 2009, the life of writer Marcos Chicot changed radically. The
result of that change was Killing Pythagoras. You can learn more about the story behind the novel on Marcos Chicot's author
page.
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Martha Washington
INCLUDES AN EXCERPT OF VÍCTOR DEL ÁRBOL’S NEW NOVEL BREATHING THROUGH THE WOUND Named a Best Book of the
Year by The Washington Post, The Seattle Times, and Crime Reads An intense literary thriller that tears through the
interlocked histories of fascism and communism in Europe without pausing for breath. Gonzalo Gil is a lawyer stuck in a
disaffected life, with a failed career, dodging the never-ending manipulation of his powerful father-in-law. When, after no
news for years of his estranged sister, Laura, he learns that she has committed suicide under dramatic circumstances, his
fragile life as both a father and a husband is pushed to the limit. Resolutely investigating the steps that led his sister to
suicide, Gonzalo discovers that Laura is suspected of having murdered a Russian gangster who had kidnapped and killed
her young son. What seems to be revenge is just the beginning of a tortuous path that will take Gonzalo through the untold
annals of his family’s past. He will examine the fascinating story of his father, Elias Gil, the great hero of the resistance
against fascism. As a young engineer his father traveled to the USSR committed to the ideals of the revolution, but was
betrayed, arrested, and confined on the infamous Nazino Island, and became a key figure, admired and feared, during
Spain’s darkest years. Suspenseful, dark, and thrilling, A Million Drops is a visceral story of enduring love and revenge
postponed that introduces a master of international crime fiction to American readers.

Three Little Lies
«You shall not kill, son, you shall not kill, because no man can be the same after taking another man's life.» Fernando, a
young literary editor and the son of a persecuted Spanish Republican, decides to flee a Spain battered by the Civil War. His
friends, Catalina and Eulogio, escaping their own circumstances, join him in the adventure. The three young friends live a
great story of unwavering friendship and loyalty which takes them on a journey through Second World War Alexandria,
occupied Paris, Lisbon, Prague, Boston and Chile. An ode to friendship Fernando, Catalina and Eulogio have grown together
in a Madrid neighborhood close to the Encarnación convent. The Spanish Civil War has just ended and the young trio try to
recover from the impact it had on their lives and those of their families. Fernando lives with his mother, Isabel, awaiting his
father's liberation -incarcerated because of his Republican ideals-, hoping for an absolution that never arrives. Catalina lives
on the same street. Her family has come to ruins during the Civil War and in order to confront their debts, her father plans
to marry her to a man she despises. Eulogio is the one whose war losses are greatest. His father died in combat and he
himself returned from war a cripple after a heroic act which saved Marvin's life, a young American who arrived in Spain in
1936 to study literature, and when war broke, decided to stay and portray the pain of conflict in a celebrated poem
anthology. The future's perspectives look grimmer each day for the three friends. They decide to unite their destinies and
embark on a new life away from Madrid to save the little that they have left.
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The Bible of Clay
From the author of Toward the Sea of Freedom comes a novel of the triumphs, tragedies, and courage of two women
bravely changing the tide of history As the nineteenth century draws to a close, the struggle for women's suffrage has
finally reached New Zealand. But when the tide of change rolls in, it threatens to engulf two young women from very
different backgrounds, who are coming of age amid the tumult. Torn between the two worlds that make up her heritage,
Matariki Drury is the daughter of a successful white businesswoman and a descendant of Maori royalty. Scarred by poverty
and hoping to make a new life for herself in this strange and forbidding land, Violet Paisley is the middle child of a poor
Welsh coal-mining family. Drawn together by their shared commitment to social change, and tested by traumas that neither
of them could foresee, these two independent-minded women will find themselves thrust onto the front lines of the fight for
equal rights and racial justice. To win their place in this world, they must learn to rise above their personal pain and choose
a path of reconciliation rather than retribution.

The Jerusalem Diamond
Especial de Halloween de Pandora Magazine, con propuestas culturales para disfrutar de una noche realmente terrorífica.

Libros: Babelia, los mejores del año 2013
When Sasha disappears, Ellen fears the worst. Then long-buried secrets resurface, Ellen realizes she may not know Sasha -or what she's capable of -- at all. 2005: 17 year old Ellen falls under the spell of glamorous newcomer, Sasha. As Ellen is
welcomed into Sasha's family, she doesn't see the darkness that lies beneath their musical, bohemian lifestyle. At a New
Year's Eve party, events come to a dramatic head, resulting in a court case (in which Ellen is a key witness) that means
family life at the Corner House will never be the same again. 2018: Now 30, Ellen and Sasha are still entwined in each
other's lives and sharing a flat in London. When Sasha disappears, Ellen fears the worst. She has gone missing like this
before and the police won't take it seriously, but long-buried events in their shared past mean that Ellen has good reason to
be frightened - not only for Sasha, but also for herself. Finding out the truth about what really happened on New Year's Eve
twelve years ago puts Ellen in terrible danger, and forces her to confront not only the past, but how well she really knows
her best friend.

Requiem
'We are a family,' Alexander told his children. 'And the loyalty of the family must come before everything and everyone
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else. We must learn from each other, protect each other, and be bound first and foremost to each other. For if we honour
that commitment, we will never be vanquished - but if we falter in that loyalty, we will all be condemned' In a tale of
brutality and betrayal that crowns Mario Puzo's remarkable career, he brings us the story of the greatest crime family in
Italian history - the Borgias.

Especial Halloween 2014 Pandora Magazine
The Paris Winter
One man infiltrates the dark web to stop a sadistic game: A Booklist 101 Best Crime Novels of the Past Decade, from the
New York Times–bestselling author. Adrian Thomas is a psychology professor whose career was spent delving into damaged
minds. Diagnosed with a fatal degenerative disease that is causing hallucinations and stripping him of his memories, Adrian
wants to end his life—until he sees a girl snatched off the street and dragged screaming into the back of a van. Dismissed
as an unreliable witness, Adrian must act alone. He knows what he saw, but he has no idea how dark it’s going to get. Out
of the basement of their Massachusetts farmhouse, a sadistic husband and wife run a website called What Comes Next. A
global audience of subscribers is tuning in to watch an ongoing nightmare inflicted in real time—and to cast their votes on
the fate of the kidnappers’ latest catch. For Victim Number Four, time is running out. “An experience akin to riding the
scariest roller coaster,” What Comes Next is a bold and timely thriller about what lurks within the depths of society’s most
depraved minds (New York Journal of Books). “Powerful . . . fiendish . . . This is an exceptional novel—and a most troubling
one.” —The Washington Post “Draw[s] you deeper and deeper into a chilling atmosphere of evil, darkness, and shadows.”
—The Miami Herald “[A] re-imagining of The Pit and the Pendulum for the digital age.” —Kirkus Reviews

Shadow Magic
When amateur diver Marcelo Rosales hears the story of a British warship that sank in 1770 near his tiny home town in
Patagonia, his youthful curiosity is piqued. It's probably just another rumour, but it can't hurt to find out a little more or can
it? He begins researching the history of the wreck and making exploratory dives with two of his friends in the murky waters
of the Deseado inlet. But then a brutal murder turns the search into a dangerous race to find a secret that has been hidden
beneath the sea for more than two centuries.

Nylon Angel
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Babelia. Los libros del año 2013 De la burbuja inmobiliaria a las redes sociales y de la Rusia de Putin a la tensión
nacionalista en España, los mejores libros de 2013 –elegidos por medio centenar de críticos y periodistas culturales de EL
PAÍS– se acercan a la actualidad tanto desde el ensayo como desde la narrativa. En el ámbito de la literatura en español,
autores consagrados como Rafael Chirbes y Antonio Muñoz Molina –cronistas de la crisis económica desde la ficción y la no
ficción– conviven en la selección de Babelia con escritores noveles como César Rendueles y Jesús Carrasco, cuyos primeros
libros fueron dos de las revelaciones de la temporada. En cuanto a la literatura traducida, la lista recoge nombres ya
clásicos de la narrativa contemporánea como Richard Ford, Jean Echenoz o Emmanuel Carrère y subraya la valía de la
cuentista canadiense Alice Munro, último premio Nobel de Literatura. Los libros de la semana Cada sábado Babelia destaca
un libro que, por su calidad o por su actualidad, puede interesar a cualquier lector. Novela, historia, poesía, ciencia o
filosofía, todos los géneros tiene cabida en una sección pensada como sugerencia de lectura. Así, las nuevas obras de J.M.
Coetzee, Ricardo Piglia, Julio Llamazares, Ana María Machado, John Le Carré, Hilary Mantel, Lara Moreno o Isaac Rosa
ocuparon un espacio por el que también pasaron la biografía de Santiago Carrillo escrita por Paul Preston, el gran libro
sobre la India de Patrick French o el revolucionario ensayo de Lawrence M. Krauss sobre el porvenir del cosmos: Un
universo de la nada.

Inventing Love
A gripping exploration of the fall of Constantinople and its connection to the world we live in today. The fall of
Constantinople in 1453 signaled a shift in history and the end of the Byzantium Empire. Roger Crowley's readable and
comprehensive account of the battle between Mehmet II, sultan of the Ottoman Empire, and Constantine XI, the 57th
emperor of Byzantium, illuminates the period in history that was a precursor to the current conflict between the West and
the Middle East.

Planning Applications and Appeals
It's 1941, and Captain Alexander M. Riley and his crew of deep-sea treasure hunters believe they're setting off on yet
another adventure--to find a mysterious artifact off the coast of Morocco for an enigmatic millionaire with questionable
motives. Part-time smugglers, world travelers, and expats who have fought causes both valiant and doomed, Riley and his
crew soon find themselves in the crosshairs of a deal much more dangerous than the one they bargained for. From Spain to
Morocco to an Atlantic crossing that leads to Washington, DC, Captain Riley must sail his ship, the Pingarrón, straight
through the eye of a ruthless squall and into a conspiracy that goes by the name Operation Apokalypse--a storm that only
he and his crew can navigate.
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The Road to Rome
Grecia, siglo v a. C. Un oscuro oráculo vaticina la muerte de Sócrates. Un recién nacido es condenado a morir por su propio
padre. Una guerra encarnizada entre Atenas y Esparta desangra Grecia. El asesinato de Sócrates recrea magistralmente la
época más extraordinaria de nuestra historia. Madres que luchan por sus hijos, amores imposibles y soldados tratando de
sobrevivir se entrelazan de un modo fascinante con los gobernantes, artistas y pensadores que convirtieron Grecia en la
cuna de nuestra civilización. A lo largo de las páginas de esta absorbente novela, brilla con luz propia la figura inigualable
de Sócrates, el hombre cuya vida y muerte nos inspiran desde hace siglos, el filósofo que marca un antes y un después en
la historia de la humanidad.

Beneath the Kauri Tree
Todo esto te daré: En el escenario majestuoso de la Ribeira Sacra, Álvaro sufre un accidente que acabará con su vida.
Cuando Manuel, su marido, llega a Galicia para reconocer el cadáver, descubre que la investigación sobre el caso se ha
cerrado con demasiada rapidez. El rechazo de su poderosa familia política, los Muñiz de Dávila, le impulsa a huir pero le
retiene el alegato contra la impunidad que Nogueira, un guardia civil jubilado, esgrime contra la familia de Álvaro, nobles
mecidos en sus privilegios, y la sospecha de que ésa no es la primera muerte de su entorno que se ha enmascarado como
accidental. Lucas, un sacerdote amigo de la infancia de Álvaro, se une a Manuel y a Nogueira en la reconstrucción de la
vida secreta de quien creían conocer bien. La inesperada amistad de estos tres hombres sin ninguna afinidad aparente
ayuda a Manuel a navegar entre el amor por quien fue su marido y el tormento de haber vivido de espaldas a la realidad,
blindado tras la quimera de su mundo de escritor. Empezará así la búsqueda de la verdad, en un lugar de fuertes creencias
y arraigadas costumbres en el que la lógica nunca termina de atar todos los cabos. El asesinato de Sócrates: Grecia, siglo v
a. C. Un oscuro oráculo vaticina la muerte de Sócrates. Un recién nacido es condenado a morir por su propio padre. Una
guerra encarnizada entre Atenas y Esparta desangra Grecia. El asesinato de Sócrates recrea magistralmente la época más
extraordinaria de nuestra historia. Madres que luchan por sus hijos, amores imposibles y soldados tratando de sobrevivir se
entrelazan de un modo fascinante con los gobernantes, artistas y pensadores que convirtieron Grecia en la cuna de nuestra
civi-lización. A lo largo de las páginas de esta absorbente novela, brilla con luz propia la figura inigualable de Sócrates, el
hombre cuya vida y muerte nos inspiran desde hace siglos, el filósofo que marca un antes y un después en la historia de la
humanidad.

Darkness
Thorn, an outlaw's son, wasn't supposed to be a slave. He's been sold to Tyburn, an executioner, and they're headed to
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Castle Gloom in Gehenna, the land of undead, where Thorn will probably be fed to a vampire. Lilith Shadow wasn't
supposed to be ruler of Gehenna. But following the murder of her family, young Lily became the last surviving member of
House Shadow, a long line of dark sorcerers. Her country is surrounded by enemies and the only way she can save it is by
embracing her heritage and practicing the magic of the undead. But how can she when, as a girl, magic is forbidden to her?
Just when it looks like Lily will have to leave her home forever, Thorn arrives at Castle Gloom. A sudden death brings them
together, inspires them to break the rules, and leads them to soar to new heights in this fantasy with all the sparkle and
luster of a starry night sky

Premio Planeta 2016: ganador y finalista (pack)
There is but one Paris. Vincent Van Gogh Maud Heighton came to Lafond's famous Academie to paint, and to flee the
constraints of her small English town. It took all her courage to escape, but Paris, she quickly realizes, is no place for a light
purse. While her fellow students enjoy the dazzling decadence of the Belle Epoque, Maud slips into poverty. Quietly
starving, and dreading another cold Paris winter, she stumbles upon an opportunity when Christian Morel engages her as a
live-in companion to his beautiful young sister, Sylvie. Maud is overjoyed by her good fortune. With a clean room, hot
meals, and an umbrella to keep her dry, she is able to hold her head high as she strolls the streets of Montmartre. No longer
hostage to poverty and hunger, Maud can at last devote herself to her art. But all is not as it seems. Christian and Sylvie,
Maud soon discovers, are not quite the darlings they pretend to be. Sylvie has a secret addiction to opium and Christian has
an ominous air of intrigue. As this dark and powerful tale progresses, Maud is drawn further into the Morels' world of
elegant deception. Their secrets become hers, and soon she is caught in a scheme of betrayal and revenge that will plunge
her into the darkness that waits beneath this glittering city of light.

Hollow Pike
When Samuel receives a call out of the blue about the death of his lover, Clara, his own numbing existence seems about to
come to an end. Does it matter that he never knew Clara? And, if he invents a past for his love and his loss, could he even
fake his way through her funeral? Unable to pass up the chance at a new life, Samuel starts down a path of lies until he can
no longer distinguish between real and invented.

A Million Drops
"A top neurosurgeon is forced to choose between ending the life of the most important person in America or guaranteeing
his own daughter's horrifying death"--Dust jacket flap.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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